By Neal vinyl

The last time I saw Emerson, Lake, and Palmer, the premier band of English musicians, into Boston, they played a lengthily delayed set in the setting of their literal tons of equipment. Three of the best musicians in rock came onto the Music Hall stage and proceeded to entrance the awaiting audience.

Keith Emerson is the best keyboards player going. After leaving what would later become Spooky Tooth, he formed the Nice, the first of the three-men groups (keyboards, drums, bass). They received marginal success, the limitations basically being inferior vocals and somewhat shoddy sex-centered songwriting (bybassist Lee Jackson). Even so, Emerson has to his credit some astounding keyboard work, primarily on organ, and some excellent arrangements of such pieces as "America" and "Rondo." At one point, the Nice and King Crimson were on the same bill at the Filmore. King Crimson was a highly experimental group, working in polyphonic and polytonic styles, using the netherworlds intensity, and achieving what the Moody Blues have only attempted but instead displayed with commercialism. They featured probably the sickest rhythm ever heard (Jack Casady of the Airplane) Greg Lake, who also has a second nature of the synthesizer and Lake's mellotron, and generally
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December 11 (Saturday)
7:00 and 9:30 pm
Lowell Lecture Hall, Harvard
Admission: $1.00

RESERVATIONS: (212) 722-5360
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